Natural selection can influence even the lowest level of biological organization, the atomic composition of biological macromolecules. In analysing genome-scale gene expression data, we find that ancestral yeast strains preferentially express proteins with low carbon content during carbon limitation, relative to strains selected in the laboratory under carbon limitation. The likely reason is that the artificially selected strains acquire adaptations that refine their response to the limitation or partly circumvent the limiting condition. This finding extends previous work which shows that natural selection can act on the atomic costs of proteins. We also show that genes with high carbon and nitrogen content are less likely to have duplicates, indicating that atomic composition also plays a role in evolution by gene duplication. Taken together, our results contribute to the emerging view that protein atomic composition influences genome and transcriptome evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Natural selection affects the survival and reproduction of whole organisms, which are complex assemblages of millions of molecules. Yet its effects trickle down to the lowest levels of biological organization. Consider the amino acid components of proteins. Their biosynthesis costs energy, which is typically measured in energy equivalents of activated phosphate bonds or wP. The 20 proteinaceous amino acids vary in their energetic cost, in a manner that depends on biosynthetic pathways used by different organisms. Differences in the cost of amino acids have evolutionary implications (Richmond 1970) . For example, in Escherichia coli, energetic costs of different amino acids vary up to sixfold, and highly expressed proteins are depleted for especially costly amino acids (Akashi & Gojobori 2002) . This becomes explicable if one considers that highly expressed proteins can consume a substantial fraction of a cell's energy budget, as has been demonstrated for Saccharomyces cerevisiae ( Wagner 2005) . It also means that the energy savings afforded by modifying the amino acid composition of proteins are substantial enough to be visible to natural selection. Amino acid costs therefore constrain the evolution of protein composition, in addition to compositional constraints imposed by protein function and organism lifestyle (see Pascal et al. (2006) for a recent analysis and review).
The lowest level of biological organization is that of atoms in biological macromolecules. Selection's signature is even visible on this level (e.g. Mazel & Marlière 1989; Rocha et al. 2000; Baudouin-Cornu et al. 2001; Elser et al. 2006) . Specifically, individual amino acids and whole proteins can vary greatly in their content of carbon, nitrogen and sulphur atoms, and this variation in elemental composition can be influenced by natural selection. The evidence ranges from anecdotal observations on individual proteins to proteome-wide patterns. For instance, Pardee (1966) observed that a sulphate-binding protein from Salmonella typhimurium is largely depleted in sulphur atoms. In whole proteomes, proteins needed to assimilate carbon are depleted in carbon atoms, and proteins needed to assimilate sulphur are depleted in sulphur atoms (Baudouin-Cornu et al. 2001) . This is probably an adaptation to maintain the activity of nutrient assimilation pathways in times of nutrient scarcity (Baudouin-Cornu et al. 2001) . It shows that natural selection can shape the elemental composition of specific protein classes over long evolutionary time-scales.
Gene expression data support the notion that the elemental composition of proteins has adaptive significance. Specifically, microbes can respond to sudden nutrient limitation with biases in the elemental composition of their expressed proteins. For instance, during sulphur starvation, marine bacteria produce sulphurdepleted proteins (Cuhel et al. 1981) . Yeast can conserve sulphur by expressing proteins with few sulphur-containing amino acids during times of sulphur scarcity (Fauchon et al. 2002; Boer et al. 2003) . The differential expression of gene duplicates (paralogues) with different sulphur content may be partly responsible for such 'sulphur sparing' (Mazel & Marlière 1989; Fauchon et al. 2002) .
Laboratory evolution experiments have shown that prolonged glucose limitation can lead to evolutionary adaptations in gene expression after merely a few hundred generations (e.g. Ferea et al. 1999; Jansen et al. 2005 ).
However, we do not know whether the genes whose expression changes through natural selection under carbon limitation encode proteins with biased elemental composition. With respect to protein carbon content, natural or artificial (laboratory) selection might affect gene expression in a number of possible ways. For example, it might lead to changes in transcription that reduce the carbon cost of protein expression. In other words, selection under carbon limitation could promote 'carbon sparing' in proteins. Artificially selected strains would then be expected to upregulate genes encoding carbon-poor proteins and to downregulate genes encoding carbon-rich proteins, relative to unselected ancestral strains. Another possibility is that selection under carbon limitation leads to exactly the opposite: a reduction in carbon sparing, relative to unselected (ancestral) strains. This could occur for several possible reasons. One is that artificially selected strains might acquire other adaptations that either refine the response to nutrient limitation or provide some relief from limitation. For example, selected strains may acquire an increased affinity for the limiting nutrient (Dykhuizen & Hartl 1981; Helling et al. 1987; Jansen et al. 2005) and may be able to access the nutrient more efficiently.
Here, we distinguish between these hypotheses. We test for biases in the carbon cost of yeast proteins whose genes were differentially expressed during low carbon availability. Specifically, we compare gene expression between strains that were artificially selected under carbon limitation and their unselected ancestral strains. We find that genes with high expression in ancestral strains do have protein products that are significantly carbon depleted. We also show that yeast genes with duplicates tend to have protein products with low carbon and nitrogen content, which demonstrates that protein elemental composition also plays a role in evolution by gene duplication.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Data
We obtained translated amino acid sequences and functional annotations for predicted nuclear genes of S. cerevisiae (excluding dubious protein-coding sequences (CDSs) and pseudogenes) from the Saccharomyces Genome Database FTP site (ftp://genome-ftp.stanford.edu/pub/yeast/ ).
We obtained data from two studies that compared genome-scale transcript abundances of yeast growing under conditions of low glucose availability before and after artificial selection under these conditions. In the first of these studies, Ferea et al. (1999) grew three populations of S. cerevisiae for 250-500 generations in aerobic, glucose-limited conditions and used microarrays to identify CDSs whose transcript abundances were different in these artificially selected strains, relative to their ancestors. Prior to the expression analyses, all three selected populations and the ancestral strain were grown for 10-15 generations under conditions identical to those used for selection (aerobic, low glucose; Ferea et al. 1999) . In our analysis, we used publicly available information on the fold change in gene expression in the selected strains and focused on genes whose expression changed by a factor of two or more, in at least two selected strains (http://genomewww.stanford.edu/evolution/; file 'Evolall.txt').
Our second dataset is derived from a study by Jansen et al. (2005) , where S. cerevisiae were evolved for 200 generations under aerobic, glucose-limited conditions. The authors tested whether transcript levels were significantly different between the selected strain and the ancestral strain (http://www.bt. tudelft.nl/glucose-selection; files 'up-regulated.txt' and 'down-regulated.txt').
We also used data from an analysis of gene expression during physiological responses to different limiting nutrients (as opposed to comparing expression before and after selection under glucose limitation). Boer et al. (2003) performed microarray experiments to compare the abundances of transcripts from S. cerevisiae grown under conditions of limitation by carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus or sulphur. In our analysis, we focused on transcripts whose abundances were significantly different between yeast cells growing under carbon limitation, relative to yeast growing on excess carbon (but limited by N, P or S) (http://www.nutrient-limited.bt.tudelft.nl; files: 'upC-lim.txt' and 'downC-lim.txt').
The above three studies identify genes that are differentially expressed using comparisons of transcript abundances. They likely provide a good indication of which genes are differentially expressed under the experimental conditions. However, they do not consider possible determinants of protein translation rates other than transcription. This is a necessary limitation of our analyses.
(b) Duplicate genes We identified duplicate genes in yeast using a previously published tool (Conant & Wagner 2002 ). This tool uses DNA and amino acid sequences of coding regions to identify related genes on a genome-wide scale in a three-step process. First, it identifies genes with sequence homology across the genome, using BLASTP (E!0.01; Altschul et al. 1997) . Next, it aligns the resulting subset of genes with a global dynamic programming alignment algorithm ( Thompson et al. 1994) and excludes pairs of genes that have fewer than 40 aligned amino acids or less than 50% amino acid identity.
We obtained codon adaptation index (CAI; Sharp & Li 1987 ) data for 5766 yeast protein-CDSs from the Saccharomyces Genome Database ftp (ftp://genome-ftp. stanford.edu/pub/yeast/ ).
We obtained functional categories for 5843 yeast CDSs from the MIPS Functional Catalogue (Ruepp et al. 2004 ; ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/yeast/catalogues/funcat).
(c) Elemental and energetic costs For each yeast protein, we calculated the mean (i) carbon content, (ii) nitrogen content, and (iii) energetic cost (in units of activated phosphate bonds, 'wP', and reducing equivalents, 'H'), per amino acid. We used estimates of amino acid biosynthetic costs for respiratory and fermentative conditions from Wagner (2005) , except for lysine, where we take into account that yeast uses a-ketoglutarate instead of oxaloacetate as the lysine precursor. The resulting lysine biosynthesis costs are 16wP and 1wP for respiratory metabolism and fermentative metabolism, respectively. We test whether groups of proteins have significantly different elemental or energetic costs using Mann-Whitney U-tests. For each test, we report the p-value and the number of proteins in the two groups that are being compared (separated by a comma). In these analyses, the use of protein costs per amino acid excludes protein length as a confounding factor. This is desirable since protein length may be more constrained by functional requirements than protein amino acid and elemental composition.
RESULTS (a) No bias in protein carbon and energetic costs during physiological response
In a first analysis, we asked whether the protein products of genes whose expression is upregulated under carbon limitation (relative to their expression under N, P and S limitation; Boer et al. 2003) are depleted in carbon, as one might expect if a cell's total carbon budget is constrained. However, this is not the case. Protein products of 157 genes with higher expression under glucose limitation did not have carbon content (per amino acid) significantly different from the rest of the proteome ( pZ0.248, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ157, 5698). An analogous question can be asked for the energetic cost of protein expression (in units of activated phosphate bonds, wP), because energy production becomes limited with carbon limitation. Also, amino acids with high carbon content, such as phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan, tend to have complex biosyntheses that consume more energy. In fact, carbon content (per amino acid) and mean energetic cost (per amino acid) are highly correlated among yeast proteins (respiratory: nZ5855, r s Z0.779, p!0.001, and fermentative: nZ5855, r s Z0.560, p!0.001; figure 1). The protein products of upregulated genes (identified by Boer et al. 2003) do not have significantly lower respiratory energy cost than the rest of the proteome, and in fact have a weak tendency to have greater respiratory energy costs ( pZ0.038, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ157, 5698). The fermentative energy costs of these proteins are not different to the rest of the proteome ( pZ0.578, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ157, 5698). Conversely, the protein products of genes downregulated under glucose limitation did not have significantly higher carbon content ( pZ0.546, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ60, 5795) or fermentative energy cost ( pZ0.269, MannWhitney U-test, nZ60, 5795) than the rest of the proteome, although they did have a slightly higher respiratory energy cost ( pZ0.016, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ60, 5795).
(b) Biased protein carbon and energetic cost in short-term evolutionary adaptation We next asked whether genes expressed at different levels in strains artificially selected (SE) under carbon limitation, relative to ancestral (AN) strains that only showed physiological responses, had protein products with significantly different carbon content from the rest of the proteome. We wanted to test whether strains that were selected under glucose limitation had evolved transcriptional responses that led to carbon sparing, or alternatively, if there was evidence for the relaxation of carbon sparing in selected strains. We used data from two laboratory selection studies of yeast, Ferea et al. (1999; abbreviated F99) and Jansen et al. (2005; abbreviated J05) .
Proteins whose genes were expressed at greater levels in ancestral (AN) yeast strains relative to artificially selected (SE) strains (i.e. lower expression in selected strains relative to ancestral strains) had significantly lower carbon content than the rest of the proteome ( J05: p!0.001, MannWhitney U-test, nZ63, 5792; F99: pZ0.001, MannWhitney U-test, nZ69, 5786; figure 2a,b). We next asked whether these proteins also have lower energetic costs than the rest of the proteome. This was not the case for either fermentative energy cost ( J05: pZ0.146, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ63, 5792; F99: pZ0.339, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ69, 5786) or respiratory energy cost ( J05: pZ0.606, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ63, 5792; F99: pZ0.702, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ69, 5786). These analyses suggest that artificial selection did not promote carbon sparing. To the contrary, the data suggest reduced carbon sparing in selected strains, relative to ancestral strains. There was no evidence for energy sparing in either ancestral or selected strains.
We wanted to know if the low carbon content of proteins whose genes had higher expression in ancestral (AN) versus selected (SE) strains was entirely attributable to a common set of proteins with gene expression ANOSE in both artificial selection studies (Ferea et al. 1999 and Jansen et al. 2005 ). This was not the case. There were nine genes whose expression was greater in AN than in SE strains in both Ferea et al. (1999) and Jansen et al. (2005) (out of 63 and 69 genes, respectively). Their gene products include several proteins with obvious roles in carbon metabolism, such as enolase, pyruvate decarboxylase, pyruvate kinase and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Saccharomyces Genome Database). When we excluded these nine proteins from our analyses, we still found that proteins encoded by genes with greater expression in ancestral (AN) than in selected (SE) strains have lower carbon content than the rest of the proteome in Protein atomic costs J. G. Bragg & A. Wagner 1065 each study ( J05: pZ0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ54, 5792; F99: pZ0.012, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ60, 5786). Therefore, two distinct sets of proteins whose genes had greater expression in AN strains than SE strains in separate studies (Ferea et al. 1999; Jansen et al. 2005) had carbon-poor proteins.
Next, we wanted to determine whether the set of genes that had higher expression in ancestral (AN) than in artificially selected (SE) strains (in selection studies F99 and J05) overlaps with the genes that were upregulated during physiological responses to carbon limitation (relative to limitation by N, S or P; Boer et al. 2003) . The upregulation of these genes during carbon limitation in Boer et al. (2003) might suggest that they were upregulated by carbon-limited ancestral strains in F99 and J05. The 157 genes upregulated in response to carbon limitation in Boer et al. (2003) account for approximately 3% of predicted CDSs. Relative to this proportion, these genes were overrepresented among genes with higher expression in AN than SE strains in selection studies F99 and J05. Specifically, among these 157 genes, 11 were represented among the 69 genes upregulated in AN relative to SE strains in F99 ( p!0.001, binomial test) and 21 were represented among the 63 genes upregulated in AN relative to SE strains in J05 ( p!0.001, binomial test). We also found that these 21 and 11 genes encoded proteins that were carbon depleted relative to the rest of the proteome ( J05: pZ0.036; MannWhitney U-test, nZ21, 5834; F99: pZ0.026, MannWhitney U-test, nZ11, 5844).
Finally, we examined carbon content biases in proteins whose genes show the opposite expression change after evolution than the genes we just studied. These genes have lower expression in ancestral (AN) strains than in selected (SE) strains. Their 178 and 62 gene products (as identified by Ferea et al. (1999) Ferea et al. 1999) proteins whose genes were expressed more highly in ancestral (AN) versus artificially selected (SE) strains. Excluding these assimilatory protein products, genes whose expression was higher in ancestral (AN) than artificially selected (SE) strains still had significantly lower carbon content relative to the rest of the proteome ( J05: pZ0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ58, 5776; F99: pZ0.021, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ61, 5773). Also, the assimilatory proteins that had greater expression in ancestral (AN) than artificially selected (SE) strains had lower carbon content than the remainder of the assimilatory proteins ( J05: pZ0.032, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ5, 16; F99: pZ0.002, Mann-Whitney U-test, nZ8, 13).
Only one of the assimilatory proteins identified by Baudouin-Cornu et al. (2001) had lower expression in ancestral (AN) than in selected (SE) strains, and in only one of the two artificial selection studies (F99).
(d) Duplication, expression, and energetic and elemental costs Out of 5855 genes, 1502 yeast genes in our reference dataset have at least one duplicate. These genes tend to have higher expression levels (using CAI as a surrogate of expression; Sharp & Li 1987; Coghlan & Wolfe 2000) than genes that have no duplicates ( p!0.001, MannWhitney U-test, nZ1413, 4353 and Papp et al. 2003) . Genes whose protein products have relatively low elemental and energetic costs also have more (surviving) duplicates. Specifically, genes with at least one duplicate had gene products with significantly lower carbon and nitrogen content than those with no duplicates (for both C and N, p!0.001, Mann-Whitney U-tests, nZ1502, 4353; figure 3 ). There was no difference in the energetic costs of proteins whose genes had duplicates and those that had no duplicates (fermentative energy: pZ0.762; respiratory energy, pZ0.526; Mann-Whitney U-tests, nZ 1502, 4353). A possible confounding factor in this analysis is gene expression, because genes with high expression can exhibit amino acid compositions consistent with adaptation for reduced elemental cost (e.g. sulphur, Fauchon et al. 2002; nitrogen, Elser et al. 2006 ) and energetic costs (e.g. Akashi & Gojobori 2002; Heizer et al. 2006) . Indeed, we found that for yeast proteins, carbon content, nitrogen content and energetic cost (per amino acid) are each negatively associated with CAI (carbon: r s ZK0.143, p!0.001; nitrogen: r s ZK0.162, p!0.001; fermentative energy: r s ZK0.277, p!0.001; respiratory energy: r s ZK0.164, p!0.001; nZ5766). These negative associations raise the possibility that high CAI values drive our observations of low carbon and nitrogen content for gene products of genes that have at least one duplicate.
We thus also needed to ask whether the association between gene duplication and low carbon or nitrogen content is independent of the influence of CAI. In order to do so, we fit linear regressions to the relationships between protein elemental costs and CAI (log transformed), and calculated standardized residuals. For both nitrogen and carbon, these residuals had a strong tendency to be lower for the gene products of genes with at least one duplicate than for genes with no duplicates (both N and C, p!0.001, Mann-Whitney U-tests, nZ1413, 4353). In summary, high expression does not fully explain the low carbon and nitrogen content of proteins encoded by duplicate genes.
We next subdivided genes into different functional categories based on the MIPS Functional Catalogue (Ruepp et al. 2004) . We did so to ask whether the different elemental contents of single copy and duplicated genes persisted in these categories. The answer is yes, with some exceptions. In other words, within functional categories, protein carbon content (table 1) and nitrogen content (see electronic supplementary material) were often higher for single copy genes than for duplicated genes.
As mentioned above, 1502 yeast genes had at least one duplicate, accounting for about 25.7% of the genes in our reference dataset of 5855 gene products. Relative to this percentage, duplicate genes were over-represented among genes upregulated during glucose limitation. Specifically, out of 157 yeast genes that were upregulated during growth on low glucose (Boer et al. 2003) , 62 (39.5%) had at least one duplicate ( p!0.001, binomial test). Similarly, duplicate genes were over-represented among genes that were expressed more highly by ancestral (AN) than artificially selected (SE) strains: out of 63 genes that were expressed more by AN than SE in Jansen et al. (2005) , 32 (50.8%) had at least one duplicate (binomial test, p!0.001), and out of 69 genes expressed more by AN than SE in Ferea et al. (1999) , 28 (40.6%) had at least one duplicate (binomial test, pZ0.005). This overrepresentation is consistent with the observations that (i) genes upregulated under glucose limitation and (ii) genes with duplicates tend to have carbon-depleted products.
DISCUSSION
Our data show two ways in which protein nutrient costs interact with genome evolution. First, proteins whose genes are upregulated in carbon-limited (ancestral) yeast cells have low carbon costs, relative to strains that are artificially selected under low carbon availability. Second, genes with duplicates tend to have protein products with lower carbon and nitrogen content than singletons, which suggests that these costs influence the survival of duplicates.
During carbon limitation, genes more highly expressed in ancestral strains than in strains evolved under carbon limitation had carbon-poor protein products. This pattern suggests that carbon sparing occurs in ancestral (AN) strains, relative to selected (SE) strains. Selected strains may have acquired new adaptations to carbon limitation, leading to a reduced tendency to upregulate carbon-poor proteins that are part of an initial response to carbon limitation by ancestral strains (table 2; response 2). This interpretation is supported by the overlap between sets of genes that were upregulated in carbon-limited conditions in Boer et al. (2003;  relative to N, S and P limitation) and those with higher expression in ancestral strains relative to artificially selected strains in Ferea et al. (1999) and Jansen et al. (2005) . The proteins encoded by these overlapping gene sets tend to be carbon poor.
Several different types of adaptations in artificially selected strains could explain the relaxation of carbon sparing. One possibility is that the strains evolved greater glucose affinity (Dykhuizen & Hartl 1981; Helling et al. 1987; Jansen et al. 2005) and thus experienced partial relief from carbon-limitation conditions. Another possibility is that the carbon-poor proteins were upregulated as part of a carbon-limitation response in ancestral strains Protein atomic costs J. G. Bragg & A. Wagner 1067 and that refinement of this response by natural selection reduced its magnitude in artificially selected strains. One of the two main alternative hypotheses in our study was that laboratory selection on carbon limitation would lead to transcription-mediated carbon sparing in selected strains, relative to ancestral strains (table 2, response 1). We found no evidence consistent with this hypothesis. Instead, our results suggest that other evolutionary adaptations may modify the response to nutrient limitation, adaptations that decouple environmental nutrient limitations from protein composition. Such adaptations may help explain why no clear links have been found between the mean elemental composition of prokaryotic proteomes and habitat nutrient availability (Baudouin-Cornu et al. 2004; Bragg & Hyder 2004; Bragg et al. 2006) .
During responses to carbon limitation, two nonexclusive adaptive responses could explain the upregulation of genes with carbon-poor proteins by ancestral strains. First, the cell may 'attempt' to save carbon by upregulating carbon-poor proteins and by downregulating carbon-rich proteins (table 2, response 2a). Second, the cell may upregulate proteins specifically useful to cope with the carbon limitation. These proteins may have evolved to have low carbon content, so they can be expressed more easily when carbon is scarce (table 2, response 2b). This reduction may take considerably longer than mere changes in gene expression levels. Our data are fully consistent with the latter scenario (response 2b) and only partially consistent with the former scenario (response 2a). This is because downregulated proteins were not carbon rich, which might be expected as part of an attempt to save carbon (response 2a), but not if natural selection had acted to reduce the carbon content of specific proteins that are important during carbon limitation (response 2b). We note that the available data do not allow us to rule out either scenario (response 2a or 2b) with certainty.
Overall, our observations are consistent with previous observations of carbon depletion in carbon assimilatory proteins, which has been attributed to selective reduction of carbon costs of these proteins, in order to help assimilatory pathways function during carbon shortages (BaudouinCornu et al. 2001) . Indeed, some of the assimilatory proteins studied by Baudouin-Cornu et al. (2001) are encoded by genes that are upregulated during carbon limitation in ancestral strains. In other words, the upregulated and carbon-depleted gene products we identified include some of these assimilatory proteins. However, when we excluded these proteins, we still observed upregulation of carbondepleted proteins. Thus, known assimilatory proteins form part of the response we see, but do not explain all of it. Several studies have reported upregulation of sulphurpoor proteins (or their genes) during physiological responses to sulphur limitation (Cuhel et al. 1981; Mazel & Marlière 1989; Fauchon et al. 2002; Boer et al. 2003) . We observed upregulation of genes encoding carbon-poor proteins by carbon-limited cells, but our observations are different from those for sulphur in an important way. We did not find low carbon content in proteins whose genes were upregulated by carbon-limited yeast, relative to yeast limited by other nutrients (N, S or P; from Boer et al. 2003) . We detected carbon sparing only when expression by ancestral strains was compared to expression by strains that had been selected under carbon limitation (from Ferea et al. 1999; Jansen et al. 2005) . A possible explanation is that ancestral strains have a carbon-sparing response, but it is weaker than for sulphur, or was less strongly elicited under the experimental conditions (in Boer et al. 2003) . In other words, possibly carbon sparing is masked here by other differentially regulated genes.
A major factor influencing genome evolution is gene duplication (Ohno 1970; Lynch & Conery 2000; Rubin et al. 2000; Conant & Wagner 2002; Gu et al. 2002) . In particular, retention and loss of gene duplicates may shape genomes over long evolutionary time-scales. The fate of duplicated genes is influenced not only by drift, but also by natural selection (Lynch et al. 2001 ), e.g. through the increased gene dosage and expression costs that are caused by gene duplications (Papp et al. 2003; Wagner 2005) . Protein elemental costs potentially influence the retention of duplicates in several ways. A gene duplication may confer an advantage if one paralogue encodes a protein with a low requirement for an element and can be upregulated when that element is scarce (e.g. sulphur, Mazel & Marlière 1989; zinc, Panina et al. 2003) . Here, we identify a possible additional role for carbon and nitrogen costs in evolution by gene duplication. Specifically, our analyses show that genes with at least one duplicate tend to have gene products with lower carbon and nitrogen content than genes with no duplicates. This suggests that duplicates of genes with high nitrogen or carbon content may be more likely to be eliminated from the genome by natural selection, due to their cost.
In summary, the initial response by yeast to carbon limitation may involve the upregulation of carbon-poor proteins. Importantly, this response is reduced after artificial selection under carbon limitation. Carbon and nitrogen costs of gene expression may influence the fate of duplicate genes, suggesting how nutrient availability could influence proteomic elemental composition in the long term. Taken together, our analyses help explain how the elemental composition of proteomes evolves.
